LED RETROFIT SOLUTIONS

WHY RETROFITTING?
Lighting technology has come a very long way just in the past decade. Lower energy bills, better looking properties, and
rebates are just a few of the benefits that come from retrofitting your businesses’ lighting!
A retrofit, or a relighting, is the renovation of your old lighting fixtures and/or bulbs that improves the lighting output and
temperature of light all while emitting less heat and saving energy. As the government strives to be greener and to meet our
ever-growing expectations of making less impact on the environment, there are many incentives to get you to retrofit. Most
cities and states have utility rebates. A rebate is payback on your retrofit. You’re essentially getting paid back a certain
percentage of what you paid for your retrofit because you’re “taking a step in the right direction.”
Once you have decided to complete a lighting retrofit on your property, how do you evaluate the differences in competing
proposals? The bottom line is that you will want to determine which proposal offers your project the most value and
convenience. Do both proposals offer the same services such as full site audits, photometric analysis, energy audit, and
rebate research? Some companies will not offer all of this to you and will have to outsource certain services.
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ENERGY BENEFITS
Lighting accounts for approximately 20% of all electricity use in the United States, and about 30% of energy consumption in the
commercial building sector. Much of that energy is wasted, resulting in higher than necessary utility bills and carbon emissions.
However, lighting retrofits can reduce energy costs by as much as 50% in some buildings, thanks to rapidly evolving technology.
The challenge during a lighting retrofit is to achieve significant energy savings while maintaining a safe, well-lit environment that
enhances the productivity of building occupants.
Fortunately, the newer lighting technology provides the same or better light levels as older equipment. It also reduces glare,
produces more natural-looking light, and does not flicker or hum. Here are some other benefits:
• Reduced maintenance costs due to lamps and ballasts that don’t need to be replaced as frequently.
• A positive impact on the environment by decreasing carbon emissions.
• In a work environment, better lighting improves employee productivity, quality control, safety and security.
• In a learning environment, better lighting improves classroom performance.

